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Equipment QC approaches in land seismic
acquisition
Steve Wilcox1* analyses the capabilities of the most popular land acquisition systems available
today in terms of their ability to provide the observer with QC data.

S

ince the introduction around 2003 of the first modern wireless land acquisition systems (see Panel 1),
the market has seen a variety of different systems
introduced with a blend of different features. Over
the same time, the land seismic market in North America
has also undergone a remarkable transformation, whereby
the traditional telemetry cable-based systems have lost their
dominant position, having been overhauled by the combination of various wireless solutions.
In traditional cabled systems, the observer had a clear view
of his task controlling the operation of the system. The status
of the entire system was available to him in real-time, with QC
data being transmitted from the field equipment via telemetry
cable. He could see the condition of the batteries, and direct
the crew to replace them as required; he could see with a high
degree of confidence what wind or environmental noise the sensors were picking up; and above all he could immediately detect
if sensors were out of specification or cables were damaged.
Thus, he had all the information necessary to acquire good
quality seismic data. The Achilles’ heel of the operations, of
course, was the susceptibility of the telemetry cables to damage
during operations and an alternative to these was long sought.
The introduction of wireless systems removed the issues
around cable-damage, and their success – reflected in their
increasing dominance in the North American market – clearly
shows that seismic contractors using them experience operational benefits in doing so. Figure 1 gives an illustration of
the change in relative market share from 2007 to 2011, and
indications are that wireless systems have further increased
their market share since. There are, however, a number of
differences in the capabilities of the different systems available, most especially regarding their provision of QC data
to the system observer. Additionally, some systems have been
developed to offer some of the advantages of both cabled and
wireless systems, and it is the intention in this paper to address
systems according to their capabilities rather than their data
transmission medium.
The availability of QC data to the observer is often a
contentious subject, and there is a body of opinion that with
the high reliability of modern electronics, the effort and complexity of providing this data to the observer is redundant.
1
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On the other hand, others contend that this is dependent on
the specifics of the seismic programme being undertaken.
It is the purpose of this paper to:
1. Analyse the capabilities of the most popular land acquisition systems available today in terms of their ability
to provide the observer with QC data, categorizing the
equipment broadly into three categories;
2. Analyse the impact of each of these categories of equipment on field operations;
3. Discuss the variations in field operations in common
contemporary acquisition programmes;
4. Discuss which categories of system are best suited to
which types of programme.

Current land systems
The main land systems available today are summarized,
along with a very brief description of their operating characteristics, in Table 1.
Examining this list, we can conclude that those systems
which utilize a wireless or cabled network can both transmit
data in real-time and communicate QC data to a central
unit, but that those systems which employ local recording of
seismic data are divided between those that make QC data
available during operation by means of some form of wireless transmission (either Personal Area Network or Wireless
Local Area Network) and those that only make QC data
available at deployment.
Therefore, in terms of their QC data capability we can
broadly categorize these systems as:
n Blind – QC data not available during acquisition
n QC Capable – QC data is retrievable during acquisition
with some field effort
n Real-time QC – QC data sampled at a suitably high rate
and transmitted to central unit via a network to give
effectively real-time status notification.
Of course, allocating each system to only one category is
in many cases misleading, as some systems have alternate
capabilities depending on how they are configured, therefore
the categorization may be applied according to the Venn
diagram in Figure 2.
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System

Data Recording Method

QC Data Retrieval Method

I-Seis
Sigma

Cableless local recording or real time transfer
utilizing external wireless transceiver

Wireless transfer utilizing internal Personal Area
Network wireless transceiver

Wireless Seismic
RT2

Cableless real time wireless transmission.
Optional local recording mode recently
introduced

Transmission by wireless network to central unit

Autoseis
HDR

Cableless local recording. Data offload in rack

At deployment with field tool

FairfieldNodal
ZLAND

Cableless local recording. Data offload in rack

At deployment with field tool

Geospace
GSX

Cableless local recording. Data offload in rack

Wireless transfer utilizing internal Personal Area
Network transceiver

Inova
Hawk

Cableless local recording. Data offload by
wireless harvester or in rack

Wireless transfer utilizing Wireless Local Area
Network transceiver

Inova
G3i

Real time recording utilizing telemetry cable

Transmission by telemetry cable network to
central unit

Sercel
UNITE

Cableless local recording. Data offload by
wireless harvester or in rack.
Optional real-time transmission using wireless
network.

Wireless transfer utilizing Wireless Local Area
Network transceiver.

Sercel
428XL

Real time recording utilizing telemetry cable

Transmission by telemetry cable network to
central unit

Sercel
508XT

Local recording in concentrators
Real time transfer utilizing telemetry cable

Transmission utilizing wireless network or
telemetry cable network

Schlumberger
UniQ

Real time recording utilizing telemetry cable

Transmission by telemetry cable network to
central unit

Table 1 Summary of main contemporary land systems.

Field logistics impacts
In order to assess the operational logistics of these different system categories, it is felt necessary to define a set of
key operational features to which a scoring can be applied
according to how they are impacted. The operational features considered here are:
n Ease of deployment
– The scale and degree of simplicity of the effort required
by a crew to deploy and bring a system into operation.
This includes organizational effort, redeployment for
roll-along etc.
n Ease of operation
– The scale and degree of difficulty of the effort required
by a crew to retrieve QC data during operation. This
may include maintaining the integrity of a network
n Uptime
– The amount of time where the system is recording.
This may be negatively affected by weather, equipment
issues, cultural issues etc. and may be reduced by conscious decisions to stop recording due to QC data not
being available as expected
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n

n

n

Data quality confidence
– The degree of confidence that the quality of the
seismic data being recorded is within specification.
The data quality may be negatively affected by
wind or environmental noise, by poor receiver
coupling etc.
Equipment confidence
– The degree of confidence that data channels are not
being affected by battery issues, GPS issues, geophone
issues, equipment theft, equipment damage etc.
Portability
– In general, the more functionality provided, the
greater the weight of the equipment. Also, with more
functionality, generally power consumption is higher
resulting in a requirement for more and/or heavier
batteries

Five rankings are defined, ranging from very low (no or very
low impact) to very high (very high impact).
Blind systems or those operating as Blind systems are
assessed as impacting the operational features as follows:
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n

n

Ease of deployment - Very high
– Deployment is straightforward, with little complexity
and the least crew effort
Ease of operation - Very high
– Operation is straightforward, as no QC data is retrieved
Uptime - Very high
– As there is no network and no QC data to be reviewed,
there is no downtime as a result
Data quality confidence – Very low
– It is not possible to monitor for negative influences on
data quality, therefore the system cannot provide confidence on the quality of the data
Equipment confidence - Very low
– It is not possible to monitor for degraded equipment
performance, therefore the system cannot provide confidence on the operability of the equipment
Portability - High
– Low functionality and low power consumption result
in the lowest weight.

QC Capable systems are assessed as impacting the operational features as follows:
n Ease of deployment - Very high
– Deployment is straightforward, with little complexity
and low crew effort
n Ease of operation - Low
– Field crew must be organized and deployed to retrieve
QC Data
n Uptime - High
– Relatively infrequent sampling of QC Data and no network to fail results in less opportunity for downtime
n Data quality confidence – Moderate
– Relatively infrequent sampling of QC Data increases
the probability that negative impacts on seismic data
quality are detected
n Equipment confidence - High
– Even a low frequency sampling of QC Data can ensure
that equipment faults, failures, theft and damage are

Figure 1 Change in relative new sales by year of Cabled and Wireless land
acquisition systems in North America.
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detected in a sufficiently timely manner
Portability - Moderate
– The increased functionality increases the weight of
the equipment, and results in some increase of power
consumption resulting in a higher battery requirement
than equivalent Blind systems

Real-time systems are assessed as impacting the operational
features as follows:
n Ease of deployment - Very low
– Deployment is relatively complex and requires substantial field crew effort to deploy, align and bring into
operation a cabled or wireless network
n Ease of operation - Moderate
– Effort required to maintain the network during operation has some impact on the ease of operation
n Uptime - Very low
– Equipment reliability, damage or interference to the
network, and birddog/observer reaction to QC Data
increases the likelihood of production downtime
n Data quality confidence – Very high
– High frequency sampling of the QC Data will result in
the highest possible confidence that good quality data
is recorded
n Equipment confidence – Very high
– High frequency sampling of the QC Data will result in
the highest possible confidence in the integrity of the
field equipment
n Portability - Low
– The increased functionality and increased quantity
of equipment required for the network increases the
weight and volume of the equipment. This also increases power consumption resulting in increased battery
requirements.
These assessments are summarized in Table 2.
The radar diagram shown in Figure3 gives a more visual
representation, and serves to highlight the differences in the

Figure 2 Categories of land seismic acquisition systems.
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Impact on

Blind

QC Capable

Real time

Ease of deployment

Very high

Very high

Very low

Ease of operation

Very high

Low

Moderate

Uptime

Very high

High

Very low

Data quality confidence

Very low

Moderate

Very high

Equipment confidence

Very low

High

Very high

Portability

High

Moderate

Low

Table 2 Summary of impact on operational features by system category.

seismic. However, for acquisition companies they represent
either a significant portion of their current activity or a
potential new source of revenue.
So, if we define three programme types that an acquisition company might frequently undertake, we can then
analyse how the previously defined operational features
would be prioritized for each type:
n Proprietary survey – the parameters are specified by a
client, and operations monitored by a client representative
n Speculative survey – the company makes a speculative
investment in acquiring the data for a library
n Frack monitoring – the company is engaged by a client to
monitor for microseismic events over the course of a well
treatment
Figure 3 Radar map of operational features by system category.

functional profiles of the three categories of system. An ideal
system would have a plot running around the outside of the
radar map, and it is clear that all three categories have one or
more features that intersect with it, although they all diverge
from the ideal in multiple areas.
One conclusion that could be drawn from this radar map is
that Blind and Real-time systems may have particular suitability for acquisition programmes with specific priorities, whereas
QC Capable systems may have more all-round applicability.

Acquisition programmes
In recent years, the traditional image of a seismic contractor acquiring data on a seismic programme that is specified by a contract issued by a client, and being monitored
continuously by a client representative (birddog) has been
challenged. Often now, seismic companies speculatively
undertake projects to build a library of data that can be
sold or leased on. Thus, rather than the investment for the
data acquisition being borne by the client, the acquisition
company bears the investment cost themselves, with expectations of a later return.
An additional change has been the growth in demand
for microseismic monitoring during fracking. The operational performance requirements on the equipment for these
projects are substantially different than for exploration
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In order to profile the operational features of these programme types in terms of what is demanded of the acquisition system used, we define five levels of scoring ranging
from very low priority to very high priority.
Proprietary surveys:
During Proprietary surveys, the client representative will
normally work to ensure that the highest quality of data is
acquired. This may often be at the expense of productivity.
However, the acquisition company will attempt to maintain
as high a level of productivity as possible with as low operating costs as possible.
n Ease of deployment – Moderate priority
n Ease of operation – Moderate priority
n Uptime – Moderate priority
n Data quality confidence – Very high priority
n Equipment confidence – Very high priority
n Portability – Moderate priority
Speculative surveys:
In the case where a company undertakes a speculative survey,
it will decide itself how to control data quality, perhaps utilizing risk management techniques and environmental noise
monitoring tools, but because the cost represents an investment by the company it will, of course, attempt to keep the
programme cost as low as possible.
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Ease of deployment – Very high priority
Ease of operation – Very high priority
Uptime – Very high priority
Data quality confidence – Low priority
Equipment confidence – Low priority
Portability – Very high priority

Frack monitoring:
Frack monitoring programmes are in some ways like
proprietary surveys in as much as the client specifies the
parameters and will pay reasonable costs. However, as
the programme is static much more can be done with the
sensors to ensure good data quality. Furthermore, as the
fracture events represent one-time only events, the equipment must have a high level of availability. Some frack
monitoring surveys will explicitly require real-time data
acquisition.
n Ease of deployment – Very low priority
n Ease of operation – Moderate priority
n Uptime – Very high priority
n Data quality confidence – Very high priority
n Equipment confidence – Very high priority
n Portability – Very low priority
These priorities are summarized in Table 3.
Expressing this once more in a radar diagram as shown in
Figure 4 gives a visual representation, and allows us to compare these profiles with the functional profiles of the three
categories of system defined previously.

As can be seen, none of the survey types exactly matches
the profile of any system category, but the closest matches are:
n Frack monitoring is most closely matched to real-time
QC systems
– An important divergence, however, is that if real-time
acquisition is required, the network must be closely
managed to avoid downtime
n Speculative surveys are most closely matched to blind
systems
n Proprietary surveys are most closely matched to QC
capable systems
– However, measures should be taken to ensure that data
quality specifications are met. This could, for example,
be periodic harvesting of seismic data for quality control scrutiny.

Concluding remarks
Although the above analysis has produced some clearly delineated results, it must be remembered that both the categories of
acquisition systems and the types of acquisition programmes
described above are by necessity generalizations. In practice,
there are a variety of different features available across the
range of acquisition systems that have in this paper, been categorized together. One example is that some QC capable systems
also allow harvesting of seismic data during acquisition, thus
providing a higher degree of data quality confidence than those
that do not have this feature. Similarly, there are undoubtedly

Panel 1:
The term ‘modern wireless land acquisition system’
is intended to reflect the step change in power
consumption, size and weight, and performance
relative to earlier radio based systems such as the
ION RSR, Sercel Eagle, and Fairfield BOX. These
systems additionally utilized VHF radio bands that
are no longer available for data communications and
are extremely limited in bandwidth.
Figure 4 Radar map of operational priorities of acquisition programme type.

Impact on

Proprietary

Speculative

Frack Monitoring

Ease of deployment

Moderate

Very high

Very low

Ease of operation

Moderate

Very high

Moderate

Uptime

Moderate

Very high

Very high

Data quality confidence

Very high

Low

Very high

Equipment confidence

Very high

Low

Very high

Portability

Moderate

Very high

Very low

Table 3 Summary of operational priorities of program types.
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Figure 5 Sercel land systems – range of capabilities.

acquisition companies undertaking speculative surveys who
place a higher priority on data quality confidence than the generalization described, and who may prefer QC capable or even
real-time systems for this reason. Nevertheless, the analysis does
show how the differences in market requirements have led to
systems with differing capabilities being offered.
At Sercel, the UNITE wireless system is most commonly
used as a QC Capable system but is able to operate fully
blind, or as a moderate channel-count Real-time system as
well. The 508XT system was designed with X-Tech architecture to incorporate features from both wireless and cable
technologies and can therefore operate over the whole range
of real-time and QC capable functionalities, and in addition can be deployed for fully blind recording if required.
Of course, interoperability between UNITE and 508XT is
designed in.
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